Video transcript – Bankwest
Graduate Programs
[Bankwest has a number of Graduate Programs. Hear from a few of the
Graduates about their enjoyment of the programs and the difference they are
able to make.]
Speaker 1: It’s amazing how much you can grow as a person and also, you know,
how much knowledge you can attain in 12 months.
Speaker 2: The amount of support we get as a grad, they allow you to go for
what your passion is, and I wouldn’t imagine that working a place you get to
choose what you want to do, you get to go an make your path and then to help
you and guide you through your development.
Speaker 3: It’s a four, six month rotation through each of the key areas in the
bank and it’s really good, sort of gives you exposure to each of the different
parts of the bank.
Speaker 4: There’s the guide community and guide meetings, and we have lunch
together every day, we go out for drinks on Fridays.
Speaker 1: Have to confidence to go out of your comfort zone and be: “I don’t
understand that” “what does this mean?” because you’re bound not to know
everything, no one knows everything and the people of Bankwest have been
absolutely fantastic in really giving you that feedback and that advice.
Speaker 4: I really like the way Bankwest is laid out, they have all kinds of
collaboration spaces, you’re able to do activity based working and so you get to
work next to whoever you want to that day.
Speaker 1: I’m more driven than ever, I’m more motivated to kind of push myself
to the limit.
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